
RESPONSE WRITING ACE METHOD

The Answer â€“ Cite â€“ Explain (ACE) writing strategy is designed to help students organize their writing and support
their thinking to form constructed responses for informative/explanatory compositions. This strategy has an emphasis on
the application of learning where students.

Steps to A. Take a look at a few examples of questions. In other words, HOW your chosen quote proves your
answer You may use up to, but not over, ten lines for your short answer Answer is graded with a 0, 1, 2, or 3
What scores mean:. In this excerpt from Anne of Green Gables, do you think the stage directions enhance your
understanding of the scene? Use evidence from the selection to support your response. However, now we need
to find evidence from the text that supports this answer. This is the most difficult step for students and usually
needs lots of opportunities to practice. Use examples to support your answer. What is the purpose of the
sentences below in paragraph? The following stems can be used to help students Cite evidence to support their
answer. What can be inferred from the statement below in paragraph? Explain your answer and support it with
evidence from the selection. Which line supports the theme? If the question asks you something about only
one of the selections, then your response must have three parts: 1. Thus no stem is needed for this. Use
evidence from the selection to support your answer. E: Explain or Extend This shows that craters will remain
on the moon forever because previous collisions left permanent marks that will not disappear. What is the
implication of the sentence within the text? How does the author structure the text? Support your answer with
evidence from the text. How does the speaker change between stanzas? I have a complete lesson pack to
support you with teaching Response to Text in your elementary classroom. After reading "Postcard: New
Delhi," do you think Gupta's modified airplane is a good idea? Do you think Anne of Green Gables was a
good story? What is an objective summary of the selection? I encourage students to write the direct quote and
not summarize. With practice, you will help students improve their response to text writing. How does the
description of character develop the theme of the selection? Explain the connection between the answer or
idea and the citation. Which of the following statements summarizes the central idea of the selection? What
assumptions can a reader make about a character? Sample Response to Text Now students have a short answer
response to text that demonstrates a knowledge of the text, provides evidence, and explains the answer. After
reading "Hearing the Sweetest Songs," do you think the author considers herself disabled? Student Response
Stems Stems often allow students to tackle the hurdle of "getting started" with their writing and allows them to
focus on the "what to say" rather than "how to say it. What is the effect of the metaphor in the sentence?


